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Manifest Destiny
Nagasaki Community Zone, Crane District
Luthien, Draconis Combine
21 August 3072

Glancing down at a secondary monitor, he noticed the red markers of
the enemy retreating. A green flash highlighted the Precentor’s target
building, somewhat ahead of the withdrawing Clan force. Eric forced
the throttle forward to its stops, springing the Deva into a cat-like run.
His sense of balance fused with the OmniMech’s gyroscopic hardware
through his neural connection, unlike anything he’d felt when piloting
a normal ’Mech for the heretic Frails so long ago. The pure bliss of
feeling the Deva’s toes dig into the soft loam was erotic and powerful;
the Sekkaris autocannon swung easily at his left side. On his right, he
reflexively snapped the ’Mech’s retractable blade in and out, a nervous
habit he’d picked up when his adrenaline peaked.
“Precentor Hughes, fall back thirty,” came Belial’s voice again. Smooth,
rich, knowledgeable. His Ascended commander was the supportive,
strong father he’d never had. He obeyed, instantly.
An explosion of dirt and tree stumps erupted where his Deva
would’ve been. Belial sees all! The culprit, a SM1 Tank Destroyer, whined
into a hard spinning turn as it accelerated from its hiding place among a
shattered home.
“Disease is curable,” he thought. The Clans were just that—a disease
upon humanity, with their worship of the Frail flesh and bone. They
worship false ideals much like the Unfinished Book worships the High
One, he thought. A brief memory bubbled and popped to the surface,
which he immediately squelched. This is no time for bedtime stories.
Springing forward, his Celestial OmniMech’s legs powering the heavy
machine into a graceful, if inelegant, dive, Eric slammed his right fist
down upon the back of the SM1. Still straining at top speed, the sudden
downward force flipped the hovertank into the air momentarily, its
lift fans losing its cushion with the ground. Pistoning the Deva up, Eric
brought his massive autocannon barrel around as the tank crashed
back to the dirt. With exaggerated care, he placed the barrel next to
the bulbous cockpit. Noting peripherally as the Luthien sun finally
disappeared beyond the horizon, Eric smiled and willed another metal
tempest to life with a mental flick of a switch.
“Welcome to Luthien, Clanner,” he spoke softly to the empty cockpit.
“Enjoy your eternal stay.”

The sun was setting.
Demi-Precentor Eric Hughes noted the sun’s demise behind the
horizon with detached contempt; the Nova Cat’s bulky form held most
of his attention at the moment, its cat-and-starburst symbol already
pitted with damage on its torso, glaring at him.
Like a big, fat bullseye.
He could feel the savage heat bleeding off his Deva’s metal skin,
hear the crackling of ionized air from nearby laser fire. A missile flight
rippled from a Viking behind him and his fused senses counted each
individual exhaust pattern without even thinking. “Fifteen,” he muttered
absently. A portion of his visual cue tracked the missiles almost casually
as he glanced again at the squat, thuggish shape of the advancing Clan
machine.
The VDNI hookup was truly a gift from Blake. Though he knew in
the back of his mind that time wasn’t really slowing down but that his
weaker mind was processing faster than it could ever do normally, it still
felt like time was slowly drifting down a stream.
With a flippant, casual motion, he extended the massive autocannon
in his left arm and zeroed in on the Nova Cat’s center of mass, releasing
a storm of metal and thunder that roared and raged against the
offending ’Mech. He noted in passing as the Nova Cat staggered
sideways, a gaping, jagged hole now where only dents and scuffs were
before. His augmented vision even caught the dim glow of sparks and
the rippling wave of heat suddenly vomiting from the wound.
Not that he cared. Clanners deserved no thought, no waste of
emotion. They only deserved death.
“Iron Will, swing north. Catch the Clanners in a vice; there’s currently
a binary of troops holed up in the remains of the mechanical shop,” the
disembodied voice of Precentor Belial echoed in his head. No sound
could be heard in the cockpit, save the occasional clicks and pops of the
maneuvering controls as Eric swung the Deva around.
“Acknowledged,” he responded.
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INTRODUCTION

W

elcome to a new series of campaign books, designed to give players the opportunity to fight in some of the
biggest campaigns of the Jihad.
The general information contained in the Atlas and Combatants sections gives players the tools they need
to fight an infinite number of engagements on Luthien, while the Track information gives details on some of the
larger and more pivotal battles of the planetary struggle. The Track information can be used with the Chaos Campaign
rules (originally found in Dawn of the Jihad, pp. 132–138, as well as Blake Ascending, pp. 132–138, and in the Chaos
Campaign Ebook) as well as stand-alone games.
The Atlas section presents a global view followed by some quick facts about the world. Included in this section you
will find terrain tables broken into various categories. These tables can be used as a random chart to determine the
maps used in the tracks, or simply as a guide to give you ideas of the types of terrain found on the world. This section
also contains a list of various additional terrain types, environment and other rules that can be used to enhance your
game experience.
All players should agree whether or not to use any or all of these features before play begins.
The Combatants section gives details on the units who participated in the conflict and can be used by players who
wish to have an authentic ‘feel’ during their game.
The Tracks section presents several key battles that occurred on the world, though they are not the only ones. Players wishing to incorporate these tracks into their Jihad campaigns should use the WarChest Points (WP) listed in the
brackets. Optional points are awarded only if the group achieves at least one Objective while using the listed option.
Objective points are cumulative as they are achieved, unless otherwise noted.
Players may run these tracks as a stand-alone campaign; if so, players begin with 500 WP.
Unlike previously published Tracks, there is no recommendation of force size for each track. Players have complete
control over the size of game they wish to partake in, from lance-on-lance engagements to full-blown BattleForcescale firefights. While forces are recommended to be equal for a standard game, a campaign GM can adjust force sizes
as they feel necessary to give a more authentic ‘flavor’ to each track. All players should agree to force sizes before
playing.
The Annex contains several official Record Sheets. One is the BHKU-O Black Hawk Ku Albert, the command ’Mech
of Tai-sa Albert Benton of Sorenson’s Sabres during his time on Luthien. Next is an Inner Sphere-modified Thresher
Edward, the command ’Mech of Tai-sa Edward Brandon of the Fortieth Dieron Regulars. Finally, the four WarShips
discussed under Naval Support (see p. 5) are provided here for ease of use.
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The last four pages of this PDF are sized for 11” x 17” paper. Please keep
that in mind when printing out the document.
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Mapsheets

The tables at right represent the categories of terrain that can be found
on the battlefields of Luthien. Players may either select a map from the
appropriate table or randomly determine which map to use. Alternatively,
players may print their own maps from the HeavyMetal Map Program.
(http://www.heavymetalpro.com/)

Optional Rules

If all players agree, the following rules from Tactical Operations (TO)
and Strategic Operations (SO) may be used to add “Luthien flavor” to this
campaign.

INDUSTRIAL COMPLEX

Base Terrain Types
Heavy Industrial Zone (see p. 31, TO)
Ultra Rubble (see p. 39, TO)
Terrain Modifications
Fire (see p. 43, TO)
Hazardous Liquid Pools (see p. 49, TO)
Rails (see p. 51, TO)
Weather Conditions
Light Fog, to represent smog (see p. 57, TO)
Full Moon Night/Glare (see p. 58, TO)
Moderate Rainfall (see p. 59, TO)
Naval Support
The Word of Blake also had naval support from several vessels at the
beginning of the struggle. They are as follows, along with the date they
were Destroyed [D] or Withdrawn [W]: Vincent Mk 39-class Blade of Righteousness (Dec 3074 [D]), Baron-class Light of Hope (Jul 3072 [D]), Black
Lion-class Blake Ascendant (Dec 3074 [W]), and the Carson-class Sword of
Promise (Jul 3072 [D]). If desired, use the following optional rule for naval
support: Orbit-to-Surface Fire (see p. 103, SO).
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2D6 Result

Map

2

Military Base #1 (MS7)

3

Drop Port #1 (MS7)

4

City, Skyscraper (MS6, MC2)

5

City, Downtown (MS6, MC2)

6

City, Residential (MS6, MC2)

7

Seaport (MS7)

8

City, Suburbs (MS6, MC2)

9

Lake Area (MS2, MC1)

10

Heavy Forest #1 (MS4, MC1)

11

Drop Port #2 (MS7)

12

Military Base #2 (MS7)

2D6 Result

Map

2

City (Hills/Residential)* #1 (MS3, MSC1)

3

City Street Grid/Park* #1 (MS4, MSC1)

4

City, Downtown (MS6, MC2)

5

Military Base #1 (MS7)

6

Drop Port #1 (MS7)

7

City, Suburbs (MS6, MC2)

8

Drop Port #2 (MS7)

9

Military Base #2 (MS7)

10

City Street Grid/Park* #2 (MS4, MSC1)

11

City (Hills/Residential)* #2 (MS3, MSC1)

12

Seaport (MS7)

*Place Heavy and Hardened buildings of varying heights in each non-paved hex.

RECLAIMED FOREST

Chosen as Coordinator Sanethia Kurita’s industrial project in 2619,
Luthien was transformed from a sleepy backwater farm world into the
Combine’s largest manufacturing center in less than two centuries. With
the construction of Imperial City, Luthien’s place as the Combine’s new
capital was secured.
Covered in kilometers upon kilometers of giant factory complexes,
utilitarian housing barracks and ribbons of ferrocrete and asphalt, the
planet suffered massive environmental degradation from the unregulated
industrialization. The “Black Luthien” moniker was well earned, due to the
skyrocketing pollution.
The crown jewel of the planet is the sprawling Imperial City, home of
the ruling Kurita family. It was a virtual fairy-tale of a city, surrounded by
verdant gardens and hectares of natural forest, before the Black Dragon
coup in the waning days of 3067.
The largest industrial complex resides less than ten kilometers from the
center of Imperial City on a small chain of man-made “islands” strung along
the Unity Plateau. Guthry Island boasts the massive Luthien Armor Works
OmniMech production plant, with Tokyo Island hosting the company’s
headquarters complex and LAW City. Covering ten square kilometers
above and below the surface, the industriplex produces a sizable percentage of the system’s gross domestic product and employs millions people,
scattered among the satellite facilities across the planet.
On the southern continent of Aichi, mining is the largest industry with
multiple operations scattered throughout the Fukui Wastes. The Buda
Weapons facility and headquarters is located here; over 500 hectares of
forest was transplanted nearby in late 3059 in accordance with Coordinator Kurita’s Environmental Reclamation Program.
Scattered around the planet are memorials and museums that honor
both the First Star League and the origins of the Combine. One of the
largest and most popular is the Dragon’s Tears Plaza, which boasts a threemeter stone samurai replica for each warrior who fell on Luthien during
the Clan invasion in 3052.

DENSE URBAN

LUTHIEN MAPSHEETS TABLE

LIGHT URBAN

atlas

luthien

2D6 Result

Map

2

Heavy Forest #1 (MS4, MC1)

3

Large Lakes #1 (MS4, MSC1)

4

Woodland (MS6, MSC2)

5

Open Terrain #1 (MS5, MSC1)

6

Scattered Woods (MS2, MSC2)

7

Wide River (MS6, MSC2)

8

Open Terrain #2 (MS5, MSC1)

9

River Delta/Drainage Basin #1(MS4, MSC1)

10

Archipelago #1 (MS7)

11

Large Lakes #2 (MS4, MSC1)

12

Heavy Forest #2 (MS4, MC1)

2D6 Result

Map

2

Scattered Woods (MS2, MSC2)

3

City, Residential (MS6, MSC2)

4

City Street Grid/Park* #1 (MS4, MSC1)

5

City, Downtown (MS6, MSC2)

6

City (Hills/Residential)* #1 (MS3, MSC1)

7

CityTech Map* (MS2, MSC1)

8

City (Hills/Residential)* #2 (MS3, MSC1)

9

City, Skyscraper (MS6, MSC2)

10

City Street Grid/Park* #2 (MS4, MSC1)

11

City, Suburbs (MS6, MSC2)

12

Woodland (MS6, MSC2)

*Place Light and Medium buildings of varying heights in each non-paved hex.

combatants

2nd Sword of Light [Kokuryu-kai] (Dec 3067)
CO: Tai-sa Li Sak To
Average Experience: 3
RAT: House Kurita, FMDC, FMU
Force Abilities: The Black Dragon “Sworders” receive a +2 to all Initiative rolls; in any turn where they
outnumber their opponent by a 2 to 1 margin, they
automatically win Initiative.
Notes: Disgusted with the lack of honor and supplies given to them
after the Combine-Ghost Bear War, the Second’s commander allowed
Black Dragon sentimentalities to grow within the unit. At the end of the
year in 3067 with the Coordinator apparently missing and unheard from,
Tai-sa To ignited the Luthien coup under Black Dragon orders. The traitors surrendered and all were executed with no trial in the first months
of 3075. The Second Sword’s colors were stricken from the DCMS rolls in
early 3075.

combatants
This section lists all the cohesive commands present or arriving during
the entire Luthien campaign (in chronological order from December of
3067 through its liberation in December of 3074). Each synopsis lists the
unit’s arrival date on Luthien; if there is no end date, the unit was present
during the entirety of the campaign (Dec 3074). The Average Experience is
the unit’s average experience rating in terms of how many veteran warriors are present in a Lance/Star/Level II formation. When building a force
from the listed combatant, each lance can have no more than that number
of veteran pilots/crews; fill the rest of the remaining unit slots by rolling
randomly on the Random Experience Rating Table in Total Warfare (see p.
273, TW) for each unit’s skills unless otherwise noted.
RAT shows which Random Access Tables in Total Warfare (see p. 267) to
roll units from when randomly determining a force. Abbreviations in italics
are suggestions for advanced RAT options.
To build a unit (if not using a player-defined unit from a campaign), follow the Unit Generation rules in Total Warfare (see p. 264). Keep in mind
that RATs are approximate estimate of a force’s more common units fielded
on the battlefield.
For a more advanced game, utilizing a broader range of ’Mechs, vehicles
and battle armor, players should feel free to also utilize the RATs in Field
Manual: Draconis Combine (FMDC), Field Manual: ComStar (FMCS) Field
Manual: Warden Clans (FMWC), Field Manual: Updates (FMU), Jihad Secrets:
Blake Documents (BD), Field Manual: Mercenaries, Revised (FMM), Mercenaries Supplemental (MS1), Mercenaries Supplemental II (MS2), Mercenaries
Supplemental Update (MSU) and the Classic BattleTech Role-Playing Game
(CBT:RPG). (Visit your local game store to purchase these additional products, or order them directly from www.battlecorps.com/catalog; PDFs for
some products are also available at that web address.)
Force Abilities are special game rules that apply to that unit in combat.
Keep in mind these rules are optional and all players should agree to their
use before gameplay begins. The Notes section gives some in-universe
details on the unit to help give players a “feel” for the command during the
bitter struggle on Luthien.

Otomo / Izanagi Warriors [Samurai] (Dec 3067)
CO: Sho-sho Sajori Mitsotisa
Average Experience: 2
RAT: House Kurita, FMDC, FMU
Force Abilities: Due to their fanatical hatred of the
traitors, Otomo and Izanagi pilots will almost always
attack the nearest Black Dragon unit. They will mostly
ignore all other units in range unless the Modified ToHit number is 6 or less. Additionally, Otomo/Izanagi
warriors add a –2 to-hit modifier to all ranged combat and physical attack rolls against Black Dragon
opponents.
Notes: After the initial coup, both shattered commands operated under the nominal command of
the First Genyosha. The units operated more as raiders, knocking down
enemy units with precision fire for later salvage. Both units, though devastated, will be rebuilt around the small core of survivors.
Sathen’s Snipers [Mercenary–Kokuryu-kai /Word of Blake]
(Dec 3067–Jan 3073)
CO: Major Illuminada Kesteel
Average Experience: 1
RAT: Periphery, Word of Blake, FMM, MSU, FMU
Force Abilities: Any Sniper warrior whose
’Mech or vehicle uses a weapon that causes 15
points or more direct-fire damage receives a –1
to-hit modifier to all Gunnery rolls using that weapon. (If desired, for additional abilities, see p. 77, MS1 and p. 127, MSU.)
Notes: Hired under a “shadow contract”, the Snipers fought for the
Black Dragons until their capture by Word forces in early 3071. The Snipers subsequently appealed to their captors and re-signed their Word
contract, acting as the Ninth Division’s security force until the Snipers
withdrew in early 3073 due to battle fatigue.

1st Genyosha [Samurai] (Dec 3067)
CO: Tai-sa Shih Chou
Average Experience: 3
RAT: House Kurita, House Davion, FMDC, FMU
Force Abilities: During the Initiative Phase, the
Genyosha receive a +1 Initiative for each enemy
combatant destroyed in the previous turn; they receive a –1 Initiative for every Genyosha unit destroyed
in the previous turn.
Notes: The First Genyosha was a heavy regiment commanded by the
unit’s second-in-command at the beginning of the struggle, as Hohiro
Kurita was on Tharkad. They were augmented by nearly a battalion of
survivors from the Fourteenth Sun Zhang Cadre in early February of
3068. By the end of the conflict, the unit had been reduced to two reinforced companies.
Sorenson’s Sabres operated as an independent company under nominal command by the Genyosha, used as a flanking and reserve force in
larger engagements. The Sabres left Luthien in 3071 and reappeared
under Chandrasekhar’s command on Arcturus in 3073.

9th Division [Word of Blake] (Jan 3068)
CO: Precentor Alice Phuong
Average Experience: 2
RAT: Word of Blake, ComStar, Periphery, FMCS,
FMU, BD
Force Abilities: Highly aggressive, the Ninth Division receives the Overrun Combat special ability
(see p. 137, BD). However, if the scenario calls for the
Ninth to act as the Defender, this force receives a –1 Initiative modifier.
Notes: One of the Word’s key ‘shell game’ units, only two Level III units
were initially dispatched to Luthien, augmented by two ROM Level IIs.
The Ninth received sporadic reinforcements until there were four Level
III units by March 3071. (The ROM Level IIs were destroyed before the
end of 3068.) Precentor Phuong was recalled and replaced by Precentor
William Nikoli in February of 3072.

2nd Sword of Light [Samurai] (Dec 3067)
CO: Tai-sa Kiko Samohira
Average Experience: 2
RAT: House Kurita, FMDC, FMU
Force Abilities: When facing off against a Black
Dragon “Sworder,” the attacking Loyalist receives a
–1 to-hit modifier to all Ranged Combat rolls and a
–3 to-hit modifier to all Physical Attacks.
Notes: Most of a battalion of pilots and crews split from the Second
Sword after discovering Tai-sa To’s traitorous actions. Less than a handful
of pilots survived to the end of the struggle, as many of the Loyalists
went out of their way to take down their former comrades.
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tracks

Tracks: Luthien

TRAITORS’ KISS
SITUATION

Sanethia Kurita Parade Ground, Imperial Palace
1 January 3068
Despite seizing the Voice of the Dragon compound earlier in the week, the Black Dragon Society needed to bring force to bear to give
impact to their words. On New Year’s Eve, Tai-sa Li Sak To maneuvered the traitorous elements of the Second Sword of Light into position
around the Palace. Shortly before dawn, the hammer came down.

GAME SETUP

tion. A ’Mech is not considered destroyed unless it is finished in
this fashion.
+100 Traitor: One Attacking unit and one Defending unit turns
traitor at some point in the battle. Beginning on Turn 2, roll 2D6 for
each functional unit; on a result of 10+, that unit switches sides.
Once a unit has switched sides, no more rolls are to be made.
Continue this search during each Initiative phase until a unit has
switched sides.

Recommended Terrain: Light Urban, Reclaimed Forest
Designate one building as the principal guardhouse of the gate
complex. That building is immediately converted into a Hardened
building (CF: 120), using the pre-printed height.
Attacker
Recommended Forces: Second Sword of Light (Kokuryu-kai), Sathen’s Snipers
The Attacker will enter the battlefield on Turn 1. There are no
aerospace or VTOL assets participating in this battle.

OBJECTIVES

1. No Quarter: Destroy all of the opposition. (Reward: 300)
2. Honor the Dragon: Inflict no more than 10 CF points of damage to the area. (Reward: 200)

Defender
Recommended Forces: Second Sword of Light (Samurai), Otomo/
Izanagi Warriors
Set up the Defender anywhere on the battlefield. Their facing
should be toward the nearest map edge.

AFTERMATH
Despite confusion on both sides, the Black Dragon forces seized
the primary gate complex to the Imperial Palace, allowing them
to capture the complex in short order. In the waning hours of the
battle, Franklin Sakamoto—infantry commander of the Otomo—
was captured and Griffon Meshune was killed, despite the vigorous
defense of the withdrawal of the Third Luthien Guards by several
loyal samurai.

WARCHEST

Track Cost: 400 WP
Optional Bonuses
+200 Fanatical: All units will fight to the death; all opponents
must be destroyed either through head or center torso destruc-

bullet in the blue sky
SITUATION

Ruins of LAW City, Tokyo Island
18 July 3069
Low-level raiding and sniping, punctuated by flurries of pitched, small unit combat, described much of the first eighteen months of
the coup. After seeing a fresh influx of men and material with the arrival of the Fortieth Dieron, the Kokuryu-kai consolidated their forces
for a massive attack and hit the Loyalist forces encamped among the outer ruins of LAW City, roughly four kilometers from the epicenter
of the underground nuclear blasts that destroyed the massive BattleMech facility on nearby Guthry Island.
The problem was, Blakist forces were also in the area, salvaging material.

GAME SETUP

Defender
Recommended Forces: First Genyosha; Word of Blake Ninth Division, Sathen’s Snipers
Despite being listed as Defenders, neither the DCMS nor the
Word (including Sathen’s Snipers, now under a Word contract) will
cooperate with each other and will fire on each other, if opportunity presents. Any Word of Blake forces set up within 3 hexes of one
map edge, facing towards the center of the battlefield. Any DCMS
forces may set up anywhere on the battlefield, but must be at least
5 hexes away from the edge and may not set up within 4 hexes of
any Word of Blake units.

Recommended Terrain: Dense Urban, Industrial Complex
Each player secretly selects two building hexes as their Objective
1 goals. All buildings have suffered at least (1D6 x 10) CF damage.
Note: Buildings may be destroyed from this damage.
Both sides may only use units that are Environmentally Sealed.
Attacker
Recommended Forces: Second Sword of Light (Kokuryu-kai), Sixth
Benjamin Regulars, Fortieth Dieron Regulars
The Attacker will enter the battlefield from two map edges that
are perpendicular.
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